We obtain stochastic duality functions for specific Markov processes using representation theory of Lie algebras. The duality functions come from the kernel of a unitary intertwiner between * -representations, which provides (generalized) orthogonality relations for the duality functions. In particular, we consider representations of the Heisenberg algebra and su(1, 1). Both cases lead to orthogonal (self-)duality functions in terms of hypergeometric functions for specific interacting particle processes and interacting diffusion processes.
Introduction
A very useful tool in the study of stochastic Markov processes is duality, where information about a specific process can be obtained from another, dual, process. The concept of duality was introduced in the context of interacting particle systems in [17] , and was later on developed in [15] . For more applications of duality see e.g. [4, 6, 13, 18] .
Two processes are in duality if there exists a duality function, i.e. a function of both processes such that the expectations with respect to the original process is related to the expectations with respect to the dual process (see Sect. 2 for a precise statement). Recently in [5, 16] orthogonal polynomials of hypergeometric type were obtained as duality functions for several families of stochastic processes, where the orthogonality is with respect to the corresponding stationary measures. These orthogonal polynomials contain the wellknown simpler duality functions (in the terminology of [16] , the classical and cheap duality functions) as limit cases. In [5] , Franceschini and Giardinà use explicit relations between orthogonal polynomials of different degrees, such as raising and lowering formulas, to prove the stochastic duality. In [16] , Redig and Sau find the orthogonal polynomials using generating functions. With a similar method they also obtain Bessel functions, which are not polynomials, as self-duality function for a continuous process. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate an alternative method to obtain the orthogonal polynomials (and other 'orthogonal' functions) from [5, 16] as duality functions. The method we use is based on representation theory of Lie algebras. This is inspired by [3, 7] , where representation theory of sl(2, C) and the Heisenberg algebra is used to find (non-orthogonal) duality functions, see also Sturm et al. [19] for a Lie algebraic approach to duality. Roughly speaking, the main idea is to consider a specific element Y in the Lie algebra (or better, enveloping algebra). Realized in two different, but equivalent, representations ρ and σ , ρ(Y ) and σ (Y ) are the generators of two stochastic processes. In case of sl(2, C), Y is closely related to the Casimir operator. The duality functions come from an intertwiner between the two representations. In this paper we consider a similar construction with unitary intertwiners between * -representations, so that the duality functions will satisfy (generalized) orthogonality relations.
In Sect. 2 the general method to find duality functions from unitary intertwiners is described. In Sect. 3 the Heisenberg algebra is used to show duality and self-duality for the independent random walker process and a Markovian diffusion process. The self-duality of the diffusion process seems to be new. The (self-)duality functions are Charlier polynomials, Hermite polynomials and exponential functions. In Sect. 4 we consider discrete series representation of su (1, 1) , and obtain Meixner polynomials, Laguerre polynomials and Bessel functions as (self)-duality functions for the symmetric inclusion process and the Brownian energy process. We would like to point out that the self-duality functions are essentially the (generalized) matrix elements for a change of base between bases on which elliptic or parabolic Lie group / algebra elements act diagonally, see e.g. [2, 14] , so in these cases stochastic self-duality is a consequence of a change of bases in the representation space.
Notations and Conventions
By N we denote the set of nonnegative integers. We often write f (x) for a function x → f (x); the distinction between the function and its values should be clear from the context. For functions x → f (x; p) depending on one or more parameters p, we often omit the parameters in the notation. For a set E, we denote by F(E) the vector space of complex-valued functions on E. P is the vector space consisting of polynomials in one variable.
We use standard notations for shifted factorials and hypergeometric functions as in e.g. [1] : for a ∈ C and n ∈ N the shifted factorial (a) n is defined by
and the hypergeometric series r F s is defined by
See e.g. [1, Section 2.1] for convergence properties of this series. Note that if a i ∈ −N for some i, then the series is a finite sum.
Stochastic Duality Functions from Lie Algebra Representations
In this section we describe the method to obtain stochastic duality functions from * -representations of a Lie algebra. This method will be applied in explicit examples in Sects. 3 and 4 .
Stochastic Duality
Let X 1 = {η 1 (t) | t > 0} and X 2 = {η 2 (t) | t > 0} be stochastic Markov processes with state spaces 1 and 2 , respectively. These processes are in duality if there exists a duality function D : 1 × 2 → C such that for all t > 0, η 1 and η 2 , the relation
holds, where E η represents the expectation. If X 1 = X 2 , the process is called self-dual. Let L 1 and L 2 be the infinitesimal generators of the two processes. Under appropriate conditions, see e.g. [10, Proposition 1.2], duality of the processes is equivalent to duality of the generators, i.e.
If L 1 = L 2 , then the operator is self-dual.
In this paper, we consider processes with state space = E 1 × · · · × E N , where each E j is a subset of R. Furthermore, the generators will be of the form
where L i, j is an operator on F(E i × E j ). This allows us to only consider operators acting on functions in two variables.
Lie Algebra Representations
Let g be a finite dimensional complex Lie algebra, with basis elements X 1 , . . . , X n satisfying the commutation relations
for certain coefficients c i jk ∈ C. The universal enveloping algebra U (g) is the associative algebra with unit element generated by X 1 , . . . , X n subject to the relations
We assume g has a * -structure, i.e. there exists an involution X → X * such that
The * -structure of g extends uniquely to a * -structure of U (g), i.e.
(a X + bY )
Let ρ be a representation of g on the vector space F(E). We call ρ a * -representation of g
A * -representation of g extends uniquely to a * -representation of U (g) on H (with the same domain D).
If ρ 1 and ρ 2 are * -representations of g on H 1 and H 2 respectively, then ρ defined by 
We will often use the notation ρ = ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 . Two * -representations ρ 1 and ρ 2 are unitarily equivalent if there exists a unitary operator :
C is a function with the following properties:
Then ρ 1 and ρ 2 are unitarily equivalent * -representations of g with intertwiner .
Proof This follows directly from
and
using property 1.
Duality from * -Representations
We are now ready to obtain duality functions for certain operators from the kernels of intertwining operators between * -representations.
Furthermore, let
and let μ and ν be the product measures on 1 and 2 given by 
Then L 1 and L 2 are in duality, with duality function given by
It is enough to verify that
Remark 2.3
If the set 1 in Theorem 2.2 is countable, then the set of duality functions
In the following sections we apply Theorem 2.2 using explicit representations in terms of difference operators or differential operators. L 1 and L 2 will be generators of specific processes, and μ and ν are corresponding stationary measures. In particular, L 1 and L 2 are self-adjoint operator on L 2 ( 1 , μ) and L 2 ( 2 , ν) respectively. The main problem is finding explicitly the appropriate intertwiner. The algebra element Y , which is self-adjoint in U (g) ⊗N , will always have a specific form corresponding to (2.1);
withŶ a self-adjoint element in U (g) ⊗2 and p i, j ≥ 0. Here we use leg-numbering notation:
with X (1) in the ith factor and X (2) in the jth factor. In fact, we obtain duality between the operators ρ(Ŷ i, j ) and σ (Ŷ i, j ) corresponding to each of the terms of the sum in (2.3).
The Heisenberg Algebra
To illustrate how the method from the previous section is applied, we use the Heisenberg Lie algebra to obtain duality functions for two stochastic processes. Let us first describe the processes. The independent random walker process IRW is a Markov jump process where particles move independently between N sites, and each site can contain an arbitrary number of particles. Particles jump from site i to site j with rate proportional to the number of particles n i at site i. Let p i, j ≥ 0. The generator of this process is the difference operator acting on appropriate function in F(N N ) given by
Here n i, j = n + e i − e j , where e i the standard basis vector with 1 as ith component and all other component are 0.
The second process is a Feller diffusion process on R N with a constant diffusion matrix, and a drift vector which is a function of the difference of pairs of coordinates. It can be considered as N Brownian motions which are attracted to each other with a rate proportional to their distances. The generator is a differential operator on appropriate functions in
where x ∈ R N and c > 0. Note that both generators have the form (2.1).
The Heisenberg algebra h is the Lie algebra with generators a, a † , Z satisfying
The * -structure is given by a * = a † , (a † ) * = a and Z * = Z . h has a representation ρ c with parameter
where f (−1) = 0 by convention. Then ρ c is a * -representation on the weighted L 2 -space H c = 2 (N, w c ) consisting of functions in F(N) that have finite norm with respect to the inner product
ρ c is an unbounded representation, with dense domain the set F 0 (N) consisting of finitely supported functions.
This element gives us the relation with the system of independent random walkers.
Lemma 3.1 For c > 0, let ρ be the tensor product representation
Proof It suffices to consider (ρ c ⊗ ρ c )(Y ) acting on functions in two variables n 1 and n 2 . From (3.4) and (3.5) we find
This corresponds to the term (i, j) = (1, 2) in (3.1).
Remark 3.2
We can also consider the tensor product representation ρ c 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ c N with (possibly) c i = c j . This leads to a generator of a Markov process depending on N different parameters. However, to prove self-duality it seems crucial to assume c i = c for all i, see Lemma 3.5 later on.
Charlier Polynomials and Self-Duality of IRW
The Charlier polynomials [11, Section 9.14] are defined by
They form an orthogonal basis for 2 (N, w c ), with orthogonality relations
and they have the following raising and lowering property,
They are self-dual, i.e. C n (x; c) = C x (n; c). Let us consider the actions of a and a † on the Charlier polynomials C(n, x; c) = e c C n (x; c).
The reason for this normalization is to obtain a unitary intertwiner with C(n, x; c) as a kernel later on. For notational convenience we will often omit the dependence on c in the notation; C(n, x) = C(n, x; c). Using the raising and lowering properties (3.6) we obtain
Note that the actions on the x-variable are similar to the actions of Z − a and Z − a † in the n-variable. This motivates the definition of the following isomorphism.
Lemma 3.3 The assignments
extend uniquely to a Lie algebra isomorphism θ : h → h.
Proof The proof consists of checking the commutation relations (3.3), which is a straightforward computation.
Note that by Lemma 3.3 and (3.7)
Furthermore, θ preserves the * -structure, i.e. θ(X * ) = θ(X ) * . Clearly, ρ c • θ is again a * -representation of h on H c . We will use the Charlier polynomials to construct a unitary intertwiner between ρ c and ρ c • θ . 
Proposition 3.4 Define the operator
From the orthogonality relations for the Charlier polynomials we find that the squared norm
. So maps an orthogonal basis to another orthogonal basis with the same norm, hence is unitary.
To apply Lemma 2.1 we need to verify that (3.8) is satisfied. It is enough to do this for X = a, a † , Z . Using (3.7) and a * = a † we see that
The action of Z is clear. Now the result follows from the definition of θ , see Lemma 3.3.
We are almost ready to prove self-duality for IRW, but first we need to know the image of Y , see (3.5) , under the isomorphism θ ⊗ θ .
Lemma 3.5
The following identity in U (h) ⊗2 holds:
In the representation ρ c ⊗ ρ c , the element R is the zero operator on H c ⊗ H c .
Proof After a somewhat tedious computation using the definition of θ in Lemma 3. 
Hermite Polynomials and Duality Between IRW and the Diffusion Process
The Hermite polynomials [11, Section 9.15] are defined by
They form an orthogonal basis for L 2 (R, e −x 2 dx), with orthogonality relations
and they have the following lowering and raising properties
With the lowering and raising operators for the Hermite polynomials we can realize a and a † as differential operators. We define
Using the representation ρ (3.4) and the differential operators (3.9) we find the following result.
Lemma 3.8 The Hermite polynomials H (n, x) = H (n, x; c) satisfy
Next we define an unbounded * -representation σ c of h on the Hilbert space H c = L 2 (R, w(x; c)dx), where
The Hermite polynomials H (n, x) form an orthogonal basis for H c , with squared norm
As a dense domain we take the set of polynomials P. 
Proof Unitarity of is proved in the same way as in Proposition 3.4. The intertwining property for the kernel follows from Lemma 3.8. Lemma 2.1 then shows that intertwines ρ c and σ c . Similar as in Lemma 3.1 we find that the generator L DIF defined by (3.2) is the realization of Y defined by (3.5) on the Hilbert space H ⊗N c . 
Lemma 3.10 For c >
0 define σ = σ c ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ c , then L DIF = c −1 1≤i< j≤N p i, j σ c (Y i, j ).
The Exponential Function and Self-Duality of the Diffusion Process
To show self-duality of the differential operator L DIF , the following isomorphism is useful.
Lemma 3.13 The assignments
Proof
We just need to check commutation relations, which is a direct calculation.
Observe that in the representation σ c , θ(a) and θ(a † ) are the operators
The kernel of the (yet to be defined) intertwining operator is the exponential function
Lemma 3.14 The function φ(x, y) = φ(x, y; c) satisfies [σ c (θ (a))φ(·, y)](x) = iy φ(x, y),
Using symmetry in x and y, we find
Now we can show that the integral operator with φ as a kernel is the desired intertwining operator. 
Proposition 3.15 Define : P → F(R) by
Proof Unitarity of follows from unitarity of the Fourier transform. From Lemma 3.14 we find
which proves the result, since θ is an isomorphism.
By applying Theorem 2.2 and using Lemma 3.10 we obtain self-duality of L DIF (3.2).
Theorem 3.16 L DIF is self-dual, with duality function given by N j=1
φ(x j , y j ; c).
The Lie Algebra su(1, 1)
In this section we use the Lie algebra su(1, 1) to find duality functions for two stochastic processes. The first one is the symmetric inclusion process SIP(k), k ∈ R N >0 , which is a Markov jump process on N sites, where each site can contain an arbitrary number of particles. Jumps between two sites, say i and j, occur at a rate proportional to the number of particles n i and n j . Let p i, j ≥ 0. The generator of this process is given by
with n = (n 1 , . . . , n N ) ∈ N N . The second process is the Brownian energy process BEP(k), k ∈ R N >0 , which is a Markov diffusion process that describes the evolution of a system of N particles that exchange energies. The energy of particle i is x i > 0. The generator is given by
. The Lie algebra sl(2, C) is generated by H , E, F with commutation relations
The Lie algebra su(1, 1) is sl(2, C) equipped with the * -structure
The Casimir element is a central self-adjoint element of the universal enveloping algebra U su(1, 1) given by
Note that * = .
We consider the following representation of su(1, 1). Let k > 0 and 0 < c < 1. The representation space is the weighted L 2 -space H k,c = 2 (N, w k,c ) consisting of functions on N which have finite norm with respect to the inner product
The actions of the generators are given by
where f (−1) = 0 by convention. This defines an unbounded * -representation on H k,c , with The generator L SIP is related to the Casimir . Recall that the coproduct is given by (X ) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1, and extends as an algebra morphism to U (su (1, 1) ). This gives
We set
The relation to the symmetric inclusion process is as follows.
Lemma 4.2 For k
It suffices to show that L 1,2 gives the term (i, j) = (1, 2) in (4.1). From (4.5) and (4.4) we find that L 1,2 acts on f
which is the required expression.
In order to obtain duality functions we consider eigenfunctions of the following selfadjoint element as in [12] :
Depending on the value of a this is either an elliptic element (|a| > 1), parabolic element (|a| = 1), or hyperbolic element (|a| < 1), corresponding to the associated one-parameter subgroups in SU(1, 1).
Meixner Polynomials and Self-Duality for SIP
The Meixner polynomials [11, Section 9.10] are defined by
These are self-dual: M n (x; β, c) = M x (n; β, c) for x ∈ N. For β > 0 and 0 < c < 1, the Meixner polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure on N,
and the polynomials form a basis for the corresponding Hilbert space. The three-term recurrence relation for the Meixner polynomials is
Using the self-duality this also gives a difference equation in the x-variable for the Meixner polynomials.
We set a(c) =
, so that a(c) > 1. The action of
Eigenfunctions can be given in terms of the Meixner polynomials
Lemma 4.3 The Meixner polynomials M(n, x)
Proof This follows from the three-term recurrence relation for the Meixner polynomials.
Using the difference equation for the Meixner polynomials, we can realize H as a difference operator acting on M(n, x) in the x-variable.
Lemma 4.4 The following identity holds:
Proof We use the difference equation for M(n, x), which is, by self-duality, equivalent to the three-term recurrence relation:
With the actions of X a(c) and H on Meixner polynomials, it is possible to express E and F acting on M(n, x) as three-term difference operators in the variable x. This leads to a representation by difference operators in x, in which the basis elements H , E and F all act by three-term difference operators. Having actions of H , E and F, we can express, after a large computation, ( ) in terms of difference operators in two variables x 1 and x 2 . We prefer, however, to work with a simpler representation in which H acts as a multiplication operator, and E and F as one-term difference operators. Note that the action of X a(c) in the x-variable corresponds up to a constant to the action of H in the n-variable, i.e. it is a multiplication operator. We can make a new sl(2, C)-triple with X a(c) playing the role of H . The following result from [8, §3.2] , where it is proved using conjugation with a group element, gives the corresponding isomorphism. 
then the assignments
Proof To show that θ c defines a Lie algebra homomorphism we need to check the commutation relations, which is a straightforward computation. The matrix of θ c with respect to the basis {H , E, F} is
To show that (θ c ) −1 = θ c , or equivalently (θ c ) 2 = Id, it suffices to check that the square of this matrix is the identity matrix. Again, this is a straightforward calculation. 
Remark 4.9
The Lie algebra su(2) is sl(2, C) equipped with the * -structure defined by H * = H , E * = F. It is well known that su(2) has only finite dimensional irreducible * -representations. These can formally be obtained from the su(1, 1) discrete series representation (4.4) by setting k = − j/2 for some j ∈ N, where j + 1 is the dimension of the corresponding representation space. If we make the corresponding substitution k i = − j i /2 in the generator (4.1) of the symmetric inclusion process, we obtain the generator of the symmetric exclusion process SEP on N sites where site i can have at most j i particles. Making a similar substitution in Theorem 4.8 we find self-duality of SEP, with duality function given by a product of Krawtchouk polynomials.
Laguerre Polynomials and Duality Between SIP and BEP
The Laguerre polynomials [11, Section 9.12] are defined by
They form an orthogonal basis for L 2 ([0, ∞), x α e −x dx), with orthogonality relations given by
The three-term recurrence relation is
We consider the action of the parabolic Lie algebra element
Using the three-term recurrence relation for the Laguerre polynomials
we find the following result.
Lemma 4.10 The Laguerre polynomials L(
Just as we did in the elliptic case, we can define an algebra isomorphism that will be useful. In this case, the element X 1 corresponds to the generator E.
Lemma 4.11 The assignments
extend to a Lie algebra isomorphism θ : sl(2, C) → sl(2, C). Furthermore, θ( ) = .
Note that θ(E) = i 2 X 1 . Furthermore, θ does not preserve the su(1, 1)- * -structure, i.e. θ(X * ) = θ(X ) * in general. However, we can define another * -structure on sl(2, C) 9) which is the * -structure of isl(2, R). Next we determine the actions of the generators on the Laguerre polynomials.
Lemma 4.12 The Laguerre polynomials L(n, x) satisfy
Proof The action of θ(E) is Lemma 4.10. From the differential equation for Laguerre polynomials we find
By linearity π k (H ) extends to a differential operator acting on polynomials. Then the action of θ(H ) is obtained from the identity θ(H )
As a dense domain we take the set of polynomials P. The representation σ k is defined on the generators H , E, F by
(4.10)
Note that this is not a * -representation of su(1, 1), but σ k • θ −1 is. Equivalently, σ k is a * -representation on H k with respect to the * -structure defined by (4.9). In the following lemma we give the intertwiner between π k and σ k • θ −1 . The proof uses Lemma 4.12 and orthogonality and completeness of the Laguerre polynomials.
Proposition 4.13
The operator :
extends to a unitary operator : (1, 1) ).
For j = 1, . . . , N let k j > 0, and define
which is a * -representation of su(1, 1) on n j=1 H k j . The counterpart of Lemma 4.2 for the representation σ k is as follows.
Lemma 4.14 The generator L
where Y is given by (4.5).
. Using (4.5) and (4.10) we find
which corresponds to the term with (i, j) = (1, 2) in (4.2).
Finally, application of Theorem 2.2 gives duality between the symmetric inclusion process SIP(k) and the Brownian energy process BEP(k). 
Bessel Functions and Self-Duality of BEP
The Bessel function of the first kind [1, Chapter 4] is defined by
Note that intertwines between * -representation with respect to the * -structure given by (4.9). Equivalently, intertwines σ •θ −1 with itself, which is a * -representation with respect to the su(1, 1)- * -structure. Let k ∈ R N >0 , and consider the tensor product representation σ k defined by (4.11). Then from Proposition 4.17, Lemma 4.14 and Theorem 2.2 we obtain self-duality of the Brownian energy process BEP(k). 
More Duality Relations
The Meixner polynomials from Sect. 4.1 can be considered as overlap coefficients between eigenvectors of the elliptic Lie algebra element H and another elliptic element X a(c) . There is a similar interpretation as overlap coefficients for the Laguerre polynomials (elliptic H -parabolic X 1 ) and Bessel functions (parabolic X 1 -parabolic X −1 ). So far we did not consider overlap coefficients involving a hyperbolic Lie algebra element, because there does not seem to be an interpretation in this setting for the element Y from (4.5) as generator for a Markov process. However, the construction we used still works and leads to duality as operators between L SIP or L BEP and a difference operator L hyp defined below, which may be of interest. We will give the main ingredients for duality between L SIP and L hyp in case N = 2 using overlap coefficients between elliptic and hyperbolic bases, which can be given in terms of Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials, see also [9, 12] .
The Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials [11, Section 9.7] are defined by
n (x; φ) = e inφ (2λ) n n! 2 F 1 −n, λ + i x 2λ ; 1 − e −2iφ .
The orthogonality relations are 1 2π
and the Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials form an orthogonal basis for the corresponding weighted L 2 -space. The three-term recurrence relations is 2x sin φ P n (x) = (n + 1)P n+1 (x) − 2(n + λ) cos φ P n (x) + (n + 2λ − 1)P n−1 (x), and the difference equation is 2(n +λ) sin φ P n (x) =−ie iφ (λ−i x) P n (x +i)+2x cos φ P n (x) + ie −iφ (λ + i x)P n (x − i).
We also need the representation ρ k on H given by
Now define an operator L hyp on an appropriate dense subspace of H
where Y is given by (4.5), then we see that L hyp is the difference operator given by
In order to obtain a duality relation, we use the Lie algebra isomorphism θ φ : sl(2, C) → sl(2, C) defined by 
Note that θ φ (H ) =
i sin φ X cos φ , see (4.6), which is a hyperbolic Lie algebra element. The isomorphism does not preserve the su(1, 1)- * -structure, but we have θ φ (X * ) = θ φ (X ) , see (4.9) . Now consider the functions P(n, x) = P(n, x; k, φ) = e xφ n! (2k) n P φ (X ))P(n, ·)](x). Then we can construct a unitary intertwiner between π k • θ φ and ρ k with P(x, n) as a kernel, but we do not actually need the intertwiner, since the kernel is enough to state the duality result. Using θ φ ( ) = we obtain duality between the operators L SIP and L hyp , with duality function given by the product P(n 1 , x 1 ; k 1 , φ)P(n 2 , x 2 ; k 2 , φ).
In a similar way we can find duality between L BEP and L hyp in terms of Laguerre functions, and also self-duality for L hyp in terms of Meixner-Pollaczek functions.
